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 It is shown that under appropriate conditions the sth cumulant of a von
 Mises statistic or a U (or V) statistic is O(n-+'), s - 2, as the sample size n
 goes to infinity. A possible route toward the derivation of an asymptotic
 expansion of the characteristic function is indicated.

 1. Introduction. The Edgeworth expansion of the characteristic function of a nor-
 malized sum of n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables derives
 from the order of magnitude O(n-(s-2)/2) of the sth cumulant (s 2 2) (See, e.g., Bhatta-
 charya, 1977). For statistics which may be expressed as or approximated by polynomials
 in several average sample characteristics (e.g., (i) polynomials in sample moments and (ii)
 maximum likelihood estimators in the regular case), the validity of the so-called "formal
 Edgeworth expansion" depends crucially on the above order of magnitude of the sth
 cumulant (s 2 2) of the normalized statistic (see Bhattacharya and Ghosh, 1978). In this
 note it is shown that cumulants of normalized U-statistics and von Mises functionals have
 the above order of magnitude, if certain conditions are satisfied. For general background
 on these statistics we refer to von Mises (1947) and Serfling (1980). Assuming the validity
 of (a) the above order of magnitude of the cumulants and (b) the Edgeworth expansion of
 the distribution function of a von Mises functional, Withers (1980) has given an algorithm
 for computing the coefficients in the asymptotic expansion. Some of the moment compu-
 tations in Section 2 are similar to those in Withers (loc. cit). In Section 3 a new method of
 derivation of Cram6r-Edgeworth expansions of characteristic functions of a class of
 statistics is provided.

 2. Moments and cumulants. Let X be a separable metric space (e.g., a subset of
 Rd), Rx its Borel sigma field, and P a given probability measure on Xx, whose support is S.
 Let 4f denote the set of all probability measures on ax n S having finite supports. Endow
 9f U {P} with the weak-star topology. Consider for each n the product space (Xn, Xn), and
 let X1, * * *, Xn be the n coordinate random variables. Let GOn = G x G x * . x G denote
 the product probability measure on Rx4, where G is a probability measure on R, Under
 G?' the random variables X1, * * *, Xn are i.i.d. with common distribution G. We shall write
 EG to denote expectation under GOn. Denote the empirical distribution of the
 "observations" X1, * * ,XXn by Fn, i.e., Fn = n-1'Zt=i Sx, where S. is the Dirac measure with
 point mass at x.

 Let h(xi, X2, * .. , xr) be a real-valued, Borel measurable, symmetric function on Xr, for
 some r 2 2. Define the V-statistic (with kernel h)

 (2.1) Vn = nr Eq=l ... * h(Xi1, Xi,, Xi),

 and the U-statistic (with kernel h)

 (2.2) Un = (n h(Xi, Xu, ... I Xir)

 where the summation is over 1 c il < i2 < ... < ir < n.
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 THEOREM 2.1. (a) If for some integer s - 3 one has

 (2.3) Ep I h (Xj,, Xj,, * * * , Xr) [I < ??

 for all choices of jl, 2 *j*, jr(1 jl j2, 2 , * < r), then the pth cumulant kp,n(P) of Vn
 under P is of the form

 (2.4) kp,n(P) = EA-1 n-mXmp(P) + o(n-+l), (2 C P C s).

 The quantities Xm,p(P) are independent of n.
 (b) Suppose that, for some integer s 2 3 one has

 (2.5) EpI h(X1, X2, * * , Xr) I < OO.

 Then the cumulants of the statistic Un also are of the form (2.4).

 PROOF. (a) Write

 (2.6) Vn= f h(xi, * , Xr)Fn(dXi) ... Fn (dXr).

 For G = Zqj=l atiy, in 94f, Fn may be expressed as Eq-=l aiy, (with G?n-probability one), where
 ai is the proportion of yi's in the "sample" {X1, * *, Xn4. Thus Vn becomes a polyhomial
 in the q-variables aj, 1 c i c q. Hence by a result of James and Mayne (1962) (this may
 also be derived from the results of Leonov and Shiryaev, 1959), the pth cumulant of Vn
 under G is of the form

 (2.7) kp~n(G) = ErP-1Ai nmAmp(G), (p > 2).

 On the other hand, for all G such that EGI Vnj P < oo, one has (for all n > rp)

 EGVpn = n-rPEG f GI (tf=i h(xr(t- 1)+l , xrt))

 (SX1 + SX2 + * + SXn)(dxi) ... (8X1 + SX2 + * + Sxn)(dxrp)

 (2.8) = n-rP f (fit=, h(xr(t-1)+l, . xrt))

 M=(n - )! Z2 Z EGf8x1(dXj111)8x(dxJ12) ... * *x(dX11.)

 X2(dxj2l) *... SX2(dxj2s2) * Sx.(dxj.1) * *Xn(dxjnj)

 Here, for a given m, 2 denotes summation over all collections of m positive integers { s,

 S2, * * *, Sm} satisfying Esi = rp; for a given collection {Sl, S2, * *, I ,sm El denotes summation
 over all partitions of f 1, 2, *.., rp} into m groups of sl, S2, * , sm elements, a typical
 partition being (f jl, j112, * . jIsl, {j21, j22, * , j2s2}, {jml, jm2, * jmsj). Denote by
 Hs(G) the distribution of the s-dimensional random vector (X1, Xi, * , Xi) under G, and
 let Hs1S,2, ... ,s8(G) stand for the measure

 HsIS2, ,sm(G) (dxldx2 ... dXrp) = >1Hs1 (G) (dx1IIdxjI2 ... dxjl,)HS2(G)
 (2.9)

 (dXj2ldX122 ... dXhs) ... Hs (dXjm dXj12 ... dXj1s).

 Also note that

 nrPn =mn-rPn(n-1) (n-m + 1)
 (2.10) (n-

 = Em=1 (-1)mm n rP+m(m - m'; m - 1),

 where O(i; N) is the sum of all products of i distinct integers taken from f 1, 2, * , N),
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 0(0; N) = 1. From (2.8)-(2.10) one obtains

 EGV' = EX (-1)m m'n rP E(m - m'; m - 1)

 * f f (JI(it=, h(Xr(t-l)+l, ... , Xrt)) Z2 H81,82,... ISM (G)(dx1 ... dxrp)

 (2.11) = rjtpo1 nfjl{m=rP- (r1)m-rP+Ji(m - rp + V; m - 1)

 * f * f (flt h(Xr(t-l)+l *, Xrt)) E2 IHsss2,... (G) (dxi . dXrp)}

 - jrp-l n-i j,(G), (1 Cp C S),

 say. Here [tj,p(G) is a linear combination (with coefficients not depending on n, G or h) of
 terms like

 (2.12) ... (fti=1 h(xr(t-l)+l, * , Xrt))Hs1,s2,. ,sm(G)(dx, ... dXrp).

 Using the familiar relations between moments and cumulants one has

 (2.13) kp,n(G) = Zrjp%-l n-'j, p(G),

 where Xj,p(G) is a polynomial in ljp,p(l (cp' cp), whose coefficients are absolute constants.
 Since the map G -* H81(G) is continuous in the weak-star topology, so is the map G -*
 Hs1,82,... ,8 sm(G). It follows that for a bounded continuous h the integral (2.12) is a weak-star
 continuous function of G; this implies that the maps G -* 1jp and, therefore, G --
 Xm,p(G) are continuous. If p > 2, thenXmp(G) = 0 for 2 C m < p - 1 and G E 9f. Also there
 exists GN E 9f (N = 1, 2, ***) such that GN converges to P (This is where the separability
 of X is made use of; see, e.g., Parthasarathy (1967), Theorem 6.3). Therefore, one must
 have Xm,p(P) = 0 for 1 c m <p - 1. This completes the proof of (a) for bounded con-

 tinuous h. Since functions of the form flPt=l h(xr(t1,)+l, * , Xrt) belonging to
 Ll(XrP, H81S,2, . ,8,sm(P)) may be approximated (in L1) by continuous bounded functions of
 the same form, the proof is complete. Note that for this last argument (2.3) is needed.

 (b) First assume (i) h(xi, x2, ***, Xr) = 0 if xi = xj for some i, j(i # j). Then the
 cumulants of Un satisfy (2.4), since

 Unt (n n! ) nn = (1 )(_2).. . (1 _r Vn = (1 + 0(l))Vn.

 Next, instead of (i) assume (ii) P has no atoms. Then modify h so as to satisfy (i); this does

 not change Un, except on a set of probability zero. Finally, consider an arbitrary P. Let D
 be its set of atoms. Let D' be a subset of reals in one-one correspondence with D. Consider

 the space X' = (X\D) U R, with X\D and R each carrying its own topology but their union
 is topologically disconnected. Then P lifted to this space X' (by placing the discrete mass
 on D') is a weak-star limit of nonatomic probability measures. Extend h to (X')r by setting
 it zero if any coordinate is in R\D'. Now apply an argument entirely analogous to that in

 the preceding paragraph.

 REMARK 2.1.1. The Un and Vn defined above are not centered around their expecta-
 tions (under P). Centering has been avoided deliberately to ensure that h does not depend
 on P. For the general von Mises functional considered below centering seems unavoidable;
 this causes some technical problems.

 REMARK 2.1.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 the pth cumulants of the

 normalized statistics lh(Vn - EVn) -,/-(Un - EUn) are of the order 0(n-( p-2)/2), 2 C P C
 s.

 Let T be a von Mises functional defined on 94 U {P}, and let the statistic T(Fn) have
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 the expansion

 T(F,) - T(G) = i1... f T(')(G; xi, X2, ... , xi) 1fJ=i (F. - G)(dx*) + R.
 (2.14)

 = ir- Vn(G ) + R. (GE 9f U {P}),

 where V) is a real-valued, symmetric (in the arguments xi, *., xi), Borel measurable
 function on 94 U {P} X X' satisfying

 (2.15) EpI T") (P; Xj1, Xj2, * , Xj) [s < oo, (1 i c r),

 for all 1 ' ji, J2, * *ji C r, and the "remainder term" Rn satisfies

 (2.16) EpIR,,P = o(nfS+i), (1 c< p< s).

 Write

 (2.17) Vn(G) = Di Vn(G).

 Then

 (2.18) EGVpn(G) = 3 Vn ij (G) Vn2(G) P(G)

 where E denotes summation over all p-tuples (il, i2, * , ip) such that 1 c ir, * * p, i r.
 Now let Ip = ii + * ip and write, as in (2.8),

 EGVPn(G) = Z3 EG f f (JjJP T(it)(G; xh1+i, * , x4))
 F ' _________+1, xj)

 (2.19) * [f -lP S~lp=] (n - in)! 2 (8x,-G)(dxj1)(Sx1 - G)(dx112)

 ... (Sx1 - G)(dxjl,) ... (Sxn -G)(dxjl) ... (Sxn-G)(dxi, )].

 Here, for a given m, E2 denotes summation over all collections of m integers {Sl, s2, **,
 Sm) satisfying s, - 2 and Esi = Ip; and Z' denotes, for each collection {Sl, S2, S., Sm)
 summation over all partitions of f 1, 2, * * Ip) into m subgroups of si, S2, , sm elements
 such as (fill, j12, . - , jlsj,, . , {jml, ]m2, ... , jmsJ). Note that expectations of terms
 involving si = 1 for some i vanish. Next let Hq(ii, i2, * * , i6; G) denote the distribution of
 a q-dimensional random vector whose ilth, * * *, izth coordinates are Xi, while the remaining
 coordinates are i.i.d with distribution G and independent of Xi. Write Hq(G) for the signed
 measure

 (2.20) Hq(G) = o=0 ( Uq(il, * * ii, G),

 where Z4 denotes summation over all choices {il, i2, *. iij of t distinct integers from
 1, 2, * * q}. Now define

 (2.21) H.,1,'2,. ,(G; dxidx2 ... dxir)

 = Zi HA1(G)(dXj11dXj12 ... dxjls ) *Hst(G) (dXj1 dX1,2 ... dxj1,9.

 Then, as in (2.10),

 EGVP'(G) = 3 ['-1 nl{jE[IP'2i_ (-j)m-1P+ji(m - I +1j; m-1)

 (2.22) 2

 * f *** tP=I _1O(; l +1, * x* , ,)) Z'SS mG dxi *.** dxip)}

 For G = D?=1 aiS, Vn(G) is a polynomial in ai - ai, so that thepth cumulant of Vn(G) is of
 the order 0(n-P+l) under G(2 c p c s). In view of (2.16) and (2.22), the proof of the
 following theorem is now complete.
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 THEOREM 2.2 Suppose that (2.14)-(2.16) hold. Assume, in addition, that there exists
 a sequence {GN: N - 1) having finite support such that

 (2.23) limN YOOEGN(fl- tP=1 T(it) (GN; Xt1, *. **, Xeg )) = EP(JjI fP=i T(it) (P; Xt1 , * * *, Xet ))

 for all 1 c il, i2, , 4, ip c r, and all 1 c t1, t2, *,. tit C rp (1 c t c p). Then the pth
 cumulant of T(FW) under P is of the order O(n-P'1) for 2 C p C s.

 REMARK 2.2.1. Notice that the statement "condition (2.23) holds for some

 {GN; N 2 1) C Af/ is much weaker than the statement "condition (2.23) holds for all
 sequences {GN: N 2 1) converging to P (weak-star)", the latter being equivalent to saying
 that the integral is weak-star continuous at P (on 9f U {P}). To illustrate this point, note
 that even such functionals as T(G) = fxkG(dx), k >- 1, are not weak-star continuous on
 9f U {P}, where P is a probability measure on the line having a finite kth moment. The
 difficulty is that one may place a mass O(N-k/2) at x = N which goes to zero to ensure
 weak-star convergence, but is large enough to blow up the integral as N -s co. On the other
 hand, one may integrate (with respect to P) a step-function approximation, fN(X) to x*,
 which amounts to integrating xk with respect to an appropriate GN E 9f; and the latter
 integral fXkGN(dx) will converge to fxkP(dx), as the intervals of constancy decrease to
 zero in width. These considerations apply to more general functions (see, Serfling (1980),
 pages 214-216, for examples).

 REMARK 2.2.2. The fact that the sth cumulant of Vn (or Tn) is O(n-s+l) when G has
 finite support means the vanishing of a number of polynomials in the variables jup(G). One
 should be able to prove that these polynomials are identically zero by showing that the

 Ap(G)'s assume a broad enough spectrum of values as G ranges over the set of all
 probability measures having finite support. This would enable one to dispense with the
 condition (2.23) in Theorem 2.2. However, we are unable to make this algebraic argument
 firm.

 Finally, the method used here should be more widely applicable in deriving orders of
 magnitudes of cumulants.

 3. A method of derivation of Edgeworth expansions of characteristic func-
 tions, and an unsolved problem. In the present section we provide a method (which
 appears to be new) for the derivation of Cram6r-Edgeworth expansions of characteristic
 functions of a class of statistics Tn having zero means, finite moment generating functions
 (m.g.f.'s), and cumulants Xpn satisfying

 (3.1) Xpn = n-(P-2)/2xp + o(n-(p-2)/2) (p 2 2), X2 > 0.

 Let

 (3.2) fn(() = E exp{ifTn}

 denote the characteristic function of Tn. One may write

 (3.3) fn(() = f (il, ),

 with E = n-12. Under the additional assumption that f (il, E) has an absolutely convergent
 power series expansion in ( and E in a neighborhood of the origin (0, 0), it is shown in
 Theorem 3.1 that fn(() and its derivatives have a proper asymptotic expansion of the
 Cram6r-Edgeworth type. The unsolved problem is to identify a large enough class of von
 Mises functionals for which this analyticity holds. In particular, we do not know if the
 analyticity property holds for U-statistics (see (2.2)) with kernels h satisfying:

 (3.4) E exp{th(Xi, X2, * * *, Xr)} < oo, (-0o < t < co).

 In remarks following the corollaries to Theorem 3.1 it is shown that the assumption of
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 analyticity does hold for some special classes. We expect the moment computations of

 Section 2 to be crucial in resolving the problem of analyticity in the general case.

 THEOREM 3.1. Let Tn(n = 1, 2, ..* ) be a sequence of random variables having zero
 means. Assume that (i) E exp{tTn} < oo for all t(-oo < t < so) and n, (ii) f (it, E) can be

 extended as an analytic function f (z, -q) of the complex variables z and -q in a neighbor-
 hood of the origin (0, 0) in C2, and (iii) the cumulants Xp,n of Tn satisfy (3.1). Then the
 following results hold:

 (a) There exist a positive constant So and polynomials Pj, whose coefficients do not
 depend on n, such that for all S, - So- < ( < SoV0, one has

 fn(() = exp{- _ 2}(1 + Ej=l n j12PiUM .

 (b) For every pair of integers m and p satisfying p - 2, 0 ' m c p, there exist positive
 constants So, C1, C2 such that

 dmF X2 2
 |dfm~n(()exp_ _ 2 2(1 + Ep--2 n-jl2p (it))] f( -exp n- 1~
 d~~~m ~2

 Cl [ItIP+1-m + 143(P-l)+mijexp{ c2t2} (I4I <% s).

 PROOF. Since f (z, -q) is analytic in a neighborhood of (0, 0), and f (O, 0) = 1, O(z, q) =
 log f (z, -q) (we take the principal branch of the logarithm) is defined and analytic in a
 neighborhood of (0, 0). In view of (3.1) and the fact that ETn = 0, one may express

 0(z, -q) as

 0(z, ) = (X2 + Ej=i X2,jq') + * k + j! nk 2(?0 AXk,p'j) +
 (3.5) F (zk2 .

 = Z2 [~k=2 k! (J= O Akj'q)J, (Xk,O = Xk).

 Since this last series is absolutely convergent in a neighborhood of (0, 0), so is the series
 within square brackets. Let 81, 82 be two positive numbers such that this last series is
 absolutely convergent for I z = 81, I 7I = 82. Then

 (3.6) Ek=2 h E( | A)jk S22 < 0. DO k! =Iki<o

 It follows that (3.5) is absolutely convergent for I z7q I- 8182 and I I I-82. Therefore, the last
 expression in (3.5) defines an analytic function in the region D = {(z, q) E C2: IZI <
 8182/1 I, I|q < 82,} and over this region exp{p(z, -)} defines an analytic continuation of
 f(z, -). We shall refer to this extension also by f(z, q). Since the characteristic function
 - fn(4) is entire (by assumption (i)) and since analytic continuations are unique, fn(4) =

 f(i, n-1/2) for - oo < ( < oo (note that one could not assume a priori that this equality
 holds between fn and the analytically extended f). In addition, on D one has

 (3.7) I f (Z 7q) - 1 1 < C' < 1,

 for some constant c', and 0(z, -q) is the principal branch of the logarithm of f(z, -) on D.
 The relations (3.5) now hold on D and one may rewrite the first relation in (3.5) as

 (3.8) log f(z, 7) -0 Z2 = J= 'iQj(z), (z, -) E D,
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 where Qj is a polynomial of degree j + 2. Thus

 (3.9) f(z, -q) exp{- Z2} = exp{ j=i 71JQ(z)} = 1 + Z7=1 ?i Pj(z), (z, -) E D,

 where Pj's are appropriate polynomials. From (3.9) one gets

 rX2 21
 (3.10) f(z, -) = exp 2- z (1 + 72=i -qP1j(z)), (z, -) E D,

 and, in particular (with z = it, -q = n-1/2

 (3.11) f,(() = exp {- 2 (1 + 2= n"2P(i()), (-8182 -I < ( < 8182 -I).

 This proves part (a). To prove part (b) one may first approximate log f(z, -q) by

 = 2 p2(?,z)k-2 (
 (3.12) op(z, 0) = Z2 k'=i22 k! (jZ=o Xkp1'q)-

 Writing

 (3.13) i0(z, -) = 0(z, 0) - Z2, 42(z n) = p (z, ) 2 z2
 2 2'

 one has (using (3.6), or analyticity on D)

 (3.14) I4(z, ) -Op(Z, q) I = I P(z, ) - {p (z, 7q) C3 I qP-1 I zIP+l, (z, q) E D,

 for an appropriate constant C3. By (3.6) and (3.14), if 81 is small, then

 fX2 I Z12
 (3.15) Iexp{ip(z, )1) - exp{ p (z, -1) I 5 c4 I - IP-1 I Z I P+' exp 4

 for some constant c4; this may be written as

 (3.16) ?e22 [f(z, -)-exp{4>p(zq)}] ] Cc4j1jP-1Iz IP+I exp{ }

 Letting z = it, -q = n-1/2, (3.16) becomes

 (3.17) j fn ( -exp { p(it, n" 2)} c4n exp - 42 (1 < 812 -,/n).

 The comparison of exp{fp(it, n"-12)} with exp {-2 (1 + P 2 n j"2P1(i)) is carried
 out exactly as in Lemmas 9.7, 9.8 in Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976). 0

 COROLLARY 3.1.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 one has the Berry-Esseen
 bound

 (3.18) supxI P (Tn < x) -Ox (X) cn- 1/2x

 for some constant c > 0. Here Ox2 is the normal distribution function with mean zero and
 variance A2.

 PROOF. Use Theorem 3.1 (b) and Esseen's inequality (see Lemmas 12.1, 12.2 in
 Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976)). D

 COROLLARY 3.1.2. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. If, for some p - 2, g is a

 p-times continuously differentiable function on N1' such that sup{(1 + jxlP)jg(m"(x)I:
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 x E IRI} < oo for 0 c m a p, then

 (3.19) Eg(T - f (x) j [i E+ j ( dx) ] 2(x)dx dn-(p-)2

 for some positive constant d.

 PROOF. One may apply the method of Gotze and Hipp (1978) to the estimate in
 Theorem 3.1 (b) to derive (3.19) directly. Alternatively, first establish (3.19) for the class
 of all Schwartz functions as in Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976), Theorem 20.7,
 expressing the error estimate in terms of a Sobolev norm; then extend the result to a wider
 class by completion in the Sobolev norm. D

 REMARK 3.1.3. Let Xi, X2, * * * be an i.i.d. sequence having mean zero and a positive
 variance. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied for the statistics Tn = n-1/2(Xi + ...
 + Xj) if the m.g.f. of X1 is finite everywhere. Of course, in this classical case Theorem 3.1
 (b) holds under less stringent assumptions (see, e.g., Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976),
 Chapter 2). Note, however, the conclusion of part (a) of Theorem 3.1 requires stronger
 assumptions than finiteness of moments.

 REMARK 3.1.4 Let Un be a U-statistic with kernel h (see (2.2)). Assume, without loss

 of generality, that Eh(Xi, X2, * * , Xr) = 0. If E exp{th(Xi, * * *, X,)} < oo for all t, -co < t
 < co, then hypothesis (i) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied for the statistic Tn = -,/s Un (see
 Serfling (1980), Lemma C, page 200). In addition, assume Ep2(X1) = X2 > 0, where O(x) =
 Eh(x, X2, .. , Xr). Then Tn is asymptotically normal (see Serfling (1980), Theorem A,
 page 192) and, by Theorem 2.1 (b), hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3.1 also holds. It would be
 of great interest to see if hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of the above
 assumptions. We emphasize that this is the main unresolved problem in the context of the
 present article. For kernels h which are sums of products of functions of single variables,
 analyticity of f(z, -q) in a neighborhood of the origin in C2 has been proved by methods of
 statistical mechanics (see, e.g., Ruelle, 1969). However, for these special kernels an
 adequate theory of Edgeworth expansions has been derived in Bhattacharya and Ghosh
 (1978) under less stringent assumptions.

 REMARK 3.1.5. Some partial expansions of characteristic functions of U-statistics have
 been obtained by Callaert, Janssen and Veraverbeke (1980).
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